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Goal/ Concept statement  
Introduction 
Obesity and inactivity in the united states has been an issue for a very long time.  While I feel 
this is a difficult issue to tackle through a simple app I feel if something works for even a few 
people it is something worthwhile. As someone who loves to work out, I wanted to try and 
develop a solution to get others motivated, and help them stay motivated.  My app uses cash as 
a way of rewarding to help people get active and get healthy.  By placing bets the app can help 
people engage friends in family in their pursuits as well.  
 

Development Stages 

Phase 1: Define 
● What is the problem being solved?  

The issue of lack of motivation to be and stay active. 
● What are the project expectations? 

That the app will help users stay motivated using themselves and others and get cash in the 
process 

● Describe what is being made 
An app that allows users to challenge themselves and others to stay active and motivated 

● Who is the audience? 
The audience is anyone who needs an extra push to get active, and stay that way. 

Phase 2: Shape 
Concept development. This is where you describe the process of exploring the concepts and 
begin defining more interpretive goals. 

● What are the precedents 
My original idea was using images, quotes and songs to help people stay motivated in different 
aspects of their lives. 

● What do they do well? What don’t they do well? 



It didn't really work because most people wanted something more than images,etc. To motivate 
them.  Money is undeniably one of the, if not the best motivator so I tried to use that to my 
advantage in the development of my idea. 

● Develop concept art  
A lot of concepts had to do with playing with the 8 doubling as an infinity sign, representing a 
constant motivation and constantly active lifestyle. 

Phase 3: Make/ Prototypes 
Development. Describe how this thing will be made.  

● What were the prototype stages and what did you learn from each prototype? 
The prototypes I used were primarily concept and visual.  When the original idea failed at both I 
decided to change it up and got through the same stages much more successfully for the 
second.  

● How will this be built? What technology and development process? 
Built through sketch and use of animating apps.  I would need to figure out how to connect bank 
accounts and tracking features to actually get the app moving.  
 

Questions 
Here’s where you list any remaining questions 
 
How can I improve this app? 
What is the least functional aspect of this app? 
What it is the most functional aspect of this app? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 



 


